Rhythm characteristics and patterns of change during cardiopulmonary resuscitation for in-hospital paediatric cardiac arrest.
During paediatric cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), patients may transition between pulseless electrical activity (PEA), asystole, ventricular fibrillation/tachycardia (VF/VT), and return of spontaneous circulation (ROSC). The aim of this study was to quantify the dynamic characteristics of this process. ECG recordings were collected in patients who received CPR at the Children's Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP) between 2006 and 2013. Transitions between PEA (including bradycardia with poor perfusion), VF/VT, asystole, and ROSC were quantified by applying a multi-state statistical model with competing risks, and by smoothing the Nelson-Aalen estimator of cumulative hazard. Seventy-four episodes of cardiac arrest were included. Median age of patients was 15 years [IQR 11-17], 50% were female and 62% had a respiratory aetiology of arrest. Presenting cardiac arrest rhythms were PEA (60%), VF/VT (24%) and asystole (16%). A temporary surge of PEA was observed between 10 and 15 min due to a doubling of the transition rate from ROSC to PEA (i.e. 're-arrests'). The prevalence of sustained ROSC reached an asymptotic value of 30% at 20 min. Simulation suggests that doubling the transition rate from PEA to ROSC and halving the relapse rate might increase the prevalence of sustained ROSC to 50%. Children and adolescents who received CPR were prone to re-arrest between 10 and 15 min after start of CPR efforts. If the rate of PEA to ROSC transition could be increased and the rate of re-arrests reduced, the overall survival rate may improve.